2018 End of the Year Operations Report

Total Calls for Service: 7,719 (2.5% Increase from 2017)

A) Average Calls per Month: 643
B) Average Calls per Day: 21

Total Engine Company Roll Outs: 9,596

A) E52 Roll Outs: 3577
B) E53 Roll Outs: 3657
C) E59 Roll Outs: 1513
D) Auto Aid/CalFire Roll Outs: 847
E) Mutual Aid: 2

Average Response Time: 8:16
90th Percentile Response Time: 12:31
EMS Calls: 5,163 (66% of call volume)

Structure Fires: 84

Commercial Structure Fires: 21
Vehicle Fires: 60
Large Vehicle Fires: 10
Vegetation Fires: 85
Exterior Fires: 147

Total Vehicle Accidents: 457

A) Vehicle Accidents: 334
B) Accidents with Rescue: 123
Vehicle vs. Pedestrian Accidents: 35

Motorcycle Accident: 44

Bicycle Accidents: 22

Major Incidents for 2018: Grant Complex Fire (Byron) ten simultaneous vegetation fires during a high wind event, Marsh Fire (Morgan Territory/Clayton) 250 acre vegetation fire during a Red Flag day, Condo Fire (Discovery Bay) 2-alarm fire with major damage to multiple units in condo complex, Tire Shop Fire (Oakley) 2-alarm fire with complete loss to business and surrounding strip mall.

Strike Team Deployments: Mendocino Complex (Lakeport), Woolsey Fire (Los Angeles)

---

i 2017 call total was 7,530

ii Roll outs are how many times an engine company gets called for service. Example- a structure fire is counted as one call for the district, however all three engine companies need to respond, thus creating three roll outs for service for the incident.